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Numerical Simulation of Izumi-no-sawa Bridge Under Crustal 
Movements due to Eruption of Mt. USU 
Norimitsu KISHI， Masato KOMURO， Hiroshi KURIHARA and Makoto T ADA 
(論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
A multi-span Prestressed-Concrete hollow rigid-frame bridge has been constructed near Mt. 
Usu as a part of Central Hokkaido expressway by Japan Highway Public Corporation， which 
is named as IzumI-no-sawa Bridge. The bridge suffered severe crustal movements due to 
eruption of Mt. Usu occurred in March 2000. In this paper， inorder to investigate the influ四
回 目。fthe crustal movements on the bridge， static force-displacement analysis is performed 
by me組 sof 3D elastic finite element method taking geometrical nonlinearity into account. 
From this study， following results位 eobtained: 1) damaged訂 eaof each Reinforced Con-
crete pier can be estimated by this numerical analysis; and 2) it can be numerically made 
clear that the footings of bridge pier from P4 through P9 are more moved in the direction of 
Date than its superstructure. 
Keywords: Mt. Usu， Eruption， Crustal movements， Forced-displacement analysis 
1. はじめに
支勿洞爺国立公園に位置する有珠山(図1参照)
は，平成12年 (2000年)3月31日13: 10， 23年ぶり
に有珠山西方の西山・西山麓において上空 3，500m 
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(P4""P7， P7 ""PI0， PlO""PI3)および2径間連続










































区間 A1"，P4 P4"，P7 P7"，P10 P10"，P13 P13"，A2 
構造形式 連続ラーメン PC中空床版
径間数 4 3 2 
橋長 (m) 93.300 79.500 46.200 
桁長 (m) 93.210 79.435 79.450 79.445 46.135 
支間割り (m) 22.825+ 2 x 23.350+ 22.825 26.050+26.500+26.050 22.625十22.625
可動 A1， P4 P4，P7 P7， P10 P10， P13 P13 
支承条件 剛結 P1， P2， P3 P5， P6 P8，P9 Pll， P12 P14 
ヒンジ A2 
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(1) ABAQUSjStandard User's Manual， Ver. 5ムHibbit，
Karlsson & Sorensen， Inc.， 1997. 
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2000年有珠山噴火による地盤内せん断ひずみ分析の推定
木幡行宏*I，三浦清一*2，川村志麻*l，堀田大介*3 
Estimation of Shear Strain in the Ground Induced by 
Mt. USU Volcanic Eruption in 2000 
Yukihiro KOHA T A， Seiichi MIURA， Shima KA W AMURA and Daisuke HOTT A 
(論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
Estimation of shear strain in the ground induced by Mt. USU volcanic eruption泊 2000and the 
physical and shear strength characteristics of volcanic ashes are discussed. The disturbed samples of 
volcanic ashes were taken from the di宜erentsix places near the vol回niccrater. A series of test for 
physical properties and the direct shear test were performed. From the test results， it was shown that 
the properties of the almost al volcanic ashes by eruption in this time were similar to clayey 
properties. It was shown that the distribution of shear strain in the ground can be estimated easily 
based on the information of the crack width of foundation piles， N value by SPT， and so on. 












































































































Yj Y2 Y3 Kj K2 P Mj M2 R S I 
初期含水比
36.291 w(%) 38.27 39.02 33.56 1.14 8.37 33目56 26.65 12.38 31.07 
笛度
2.761 。(民/cm') 2.66 2.64 2.67 2.68 2.66 2.79 2.77 2.76 2.77 
液性限界
52.31 L(弛) 34.7 30.2 31.7 50.1 44.0 44目3 51.0 
塑性限界
26.9 PL(百) 27.2 NP NP 19.0 21.7 23.0 25.6 
塑性指数
IP(也) 7.5 NP NP 31.1 22.3 21.4 25.3 25.4 
平D5均o(粒mm径) 0.038 0.12 0.13 2.1 6.4 
均等u係c数
17.1 35.4 50 2.7 21.4 
細Fc粒(也分) 59.7 46.2 43.1 0.4 2.7 
最小ρ密d度
0.979 0.983 0.988 
最大ρ密d度
1.389 1.361 1.38 
最大間隙比
1.673 1.683 1.705 em田
最小間隙比
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A:A-RAMP BRIDGE A 1-ABUTMENT 
B:ITAYAGAWA BRIDGE A 1-ABUTMENT 
C:D-RAMP BRIDGE A 1-ABUTMENT 
D:TOKOTANGAWA BRIDGE A 1-ABUTMENT 
⑦ 
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出 500 ゲ σG.EQUATION(1)TAKING ACCOUNT OF 
EFFECT OF PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE ← (/) 
0 
1.5 4.5 




Reinforcing Ground Shear Shear 
Bar Stress Stress Disp(lamcmem) ent Strain 
(MN/m2) (MN/m2) (目)
0.00 。 0.0 
2.85 1092 1083 159 1.1 
3.20 931 922 133 0.9 
3.55 1252 1243 176 1.2 
3.85 835 826 115 0.8 
4.15 1060 1051 145 1.0 
5.80 1925 1916 245 1.6 
7.15 1060 1051 127 0.8 
8.30 1636 1627 187 1.2 
















































































































































Estimation of shear strain in the ground induced by Mt. Usu volcanic eruption in 2000 
Yukihiro KOHATA *， Seiichi MIURA *ぺShimaKAWAMURA * and Daisuke HOTτA料*
Estimation of shear strain in the ground induced by Mt. USU volcanic eruption in 2000 and the 
physical and shear strength characteristics of volcanic ashes are discussed.百ledisturbed samples of 
volcanic ashes were taken from the different six places near the volcanic crater. A series of test for 
physical properties and the direct shear t巴stwere performed. From the test results， it was shown that 
the properties of the almost al volcanic ashes by eruption in this time were similar to clayey 
properties. It was shown that the distribution of shear strain in the ground can be estimated easily 
bas吋 onthe information of the crack width of foundation piles， N value by SPT， and so on. 
Keywords : Shear strain in the ground， Crack width， Foundation pile， Volcanic ash 
* Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture 
* * Departments in the Faculty and Graduate school of Engineering， Hokkaido University 






Effect of the 2000 Eruption of Mt. Usu Volcano on 
Socio-Economic Environment 
Kazuo SAITOH， Takafumi MIYOSHI and Tohru T AMURA 
(論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
Mt. Usu erupted on 31 March 2000. Interrupted trafic due to 'lolcanic disaster of Mt. Usu in 
Hokkaido damaged so seriously resid四 tlife and economic activities. In this paper， we 
investigated the cost of em巴rgencycounter-pl阻 toroads ， and estimated increase of traffic cost 
owing to using substitute trafic. Next， we made clear the influence that interruption of traffic 
gave upon industrial activiti巴sby the survey. 
K巴yword: Volcanic disaster， Interrupt巴dtraffic， Road trafic 
1 はじめに
2000年 3月 31日午後 1時8分、有珠山が噴火
した。1977年8月以来 23年ぷりの噴火であった。
















































































































日午後 6 時に、北海道縦貫自動車道(室蘭 IC~長万





































































































































































































































































































































































3月31日 火山噴火予知連から「今後も噴火品継続、噴火場所の移 0トラック代行輸送の開始とともに船舶代行輸送区間を臨時火山情報動の可能性もJ発表 選定し、輸送力を確保














Evaluation of Redundancy for Road Network by Contingent 
Valuation Method Using Payment of Insurance 
Tohru T AMURA， Takafumi MIYOSHI and Kazuo SAITO 
(論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the total economic valu巴ofthe redundancy for road network. 
For the improvement of白ereliability on the road n巴twork，we combin巴 contingentvaluation 
method (CVM) with pa戸nentof insurance. We巴stimated白ereliability valu巴 ofthe substitute 
trafic due to volcanic disaster of Mt. Usu in Hokkaido， and made clear the availability of the CVM 
usingpa戸nentof insurance by the review paper. 

























































































































































































































































































































































































札幌 負担金 税金捻出 保険
α 1.927 2.694 2.657 
(t値) (4.478) (8.756) (3.167) 
s 1.740事10.4 2.453本10-4 5.888*10.4 
(t値) (4.780) (8.957) (3.044) 
尤度比 0.628 0.719 0.8 
中央値(円) 11，072 10，981 4，512 
平均値(円) 11，848 11，248 4，616 
的中率 0.808 0.866 0.904 
賛成率 0.314 0.514 0.212 
総額(万円)
630，000~ 1 ，016，000~ 172，100"" 
670，000 1，041，000 176，000 
函館 負担金 税金捻出 保険
α 2.0466 1.402 2.464 
(t値) (4.022) σ.250) (2.688) 
β 1.578*10.4 0.966事10-4 5.350キ10-4
(げ直) (4.077) (5.623) (2.636) 
尤度比 0.609 0.477 0.78 
中央値(円) 13，214 14，509 4，600 
平均値(円) 13，978 16，481 4，727 
的中率 0.861 0.784 0.911 
賛成率 0.4 0.416 0.25 
総額(万円)
159，000~ 181 ，000~ 34，500~ 
168，000 206，000 35，QOO 
* . Prob.(YI吋=(1+EXP(d.V))-l 
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札幌 ① ② ③ ① ② ③ ① ② ③ 
変化なし 0.45 0.73 0.73 o.ω 0.51 0.68 0.57 0.57 0.57 
増加 0.55 0.18 0.18 0.31 0.40 0.20 0.29 0.29 0.29 
減沙、 0.00 0.00 o.∞ 0.06 0.03 0.03 o.∞ o.∞ 0.00 
支払停止 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.14 0.14 0.14 
函館 ① ② ③ ① ② ③ ① ② ③ 
変イ民主し 0.63 0.75 0.75 0.63 0.68 0.74 0.33 0.83 0.66 
増加 0.37 0.25 0.25 0.37 0.21 0.21 0.50 o.∞ 0.17 
減ZL、 0.00 0.00 o.∞ o.∞ o.∞ 0.00 o.∞ o.∞ 0.00 










































































On the Mud Flow Disaster Caused by 




A large volume of pUl凶αandash :fals was produ∞d by volcanic activities of th巴Mt.Use volcano in March 2αxl. 
In orderto蹴臨批riskof mud-debris宜owdi鉛ster，the t伺mofexper包for血.es吋泊lentdisaster has SU1Veyed 
the s匂teof volca凶cpumi∞加dashd句osits.Mud flow 0α聞叫 andf1，∞dedinめ白eToya spa town.The 
也magesto hous民 bridgl民国鑓cfucilities were白山edby白ere戸批dmud flows asぉ∞n白rily0αm由19
disaster. Fo肉ma蛇:lyno hmnan肱唱 werelost by the volcanic activities， because of pre伺utionsand other 
emergency adjus加ents.This report is a pron司ptone， which is to be a valuable∞ntriもutionto unders伽 dingめout
the actual circmnstanαs of mud flow di鎚ster飢demergency r'岱pons巴s.






































































































































西山川 427，000 61， 0001 
小有珠川 57，000 1，000 
小有珠右の川 4，000 。
トコタン川 5，000 。
板谷川 150，000 11， 000 
板谷川閉塞域本 182，000 22，000 











































































表司2 2000年噴火以前の生産土砂量 3) (単位ば)
渓流名 渓流堆積物 崖錐・地滑 火山灰 山腹崩壊 外輪山 合計
西山川 166，070 。 68，870 。 。 234，940 
小有珠川 112，990 1， 160 123，700 35，630 9，700 292，330 
小有珠右の川 32，700 400 。 10， 100 43，900 95， 200 
トコタン川 58，200 23，800 。 。 。 82，000 
板谷川 同レベルの調査なし
表-3 2000年噴火に伴う生産土砂量 4) (単位ば)
渓流名 流域堆積量 崖錐・地滑 火山灰 山腹崩壊 外輪山 合計
西山川 66， 129 。 117，984 32，697 。 216，8101 
小有珠川 9，406 。 27，468 29，013 75，100 140，9871 
小有珠右の川 2，100 。 1， 971 16，342 14，000 34，413 
トコタン川 。 19，040 2，423 1， 271 。 2，7341 
板谷川 10，816 。 56，680 51，936 。 119，4321 
表-4 全生産土砂量及び施設計画対象土砂量 5) (単位m3)
渓流名 全生産土砂量 既設施設拝止量 施設計画対象土砂量
西山川 451，800 117， 600 334， 200 
小有珠川 433， 300 261， 700 171，600 
小有珠右の川 129，600 87， 100 42，500 
トコタン川 104，800 61， 000 43，800 












































































































































On the mud flow disaster caused by the 2000 eruption of Usu volcano 
Satoshi TOHMA* 
A large volume of pumice and ash fals was produced by volcanic activities of the Mt. Use volcano 
in March 2000. In order to assess the risk of mud-d巴:bris担owdisaster， the team of experts for the 
sediment disaster has surveyed the state of volcanic purnice and ash deposits. Mud flow occurred， 
and flooded into the Toya spa town .The damages to houses， bridges， traffic facilities were caused by 
the repeated mud flows as secondarily occurring disaster. Fortunat巴lyno human lives were lost by 
the volcanic activities， because of precautions and oth巴remergency a司ustments.百lIsreport is a 
prompt one， which is to be a valuable contribution to understanding about the actual cirαlmstances 
of mud flow disaster and emergency responses. 
Keywords: Prompt report， Mud flow， Mud flow disaster， Emergency adjustment. 
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The Observed Date of Volcanic Earthquakes Involved with the 
Eruption of Mt. Usu in 2000 
Nobuyoshi Y ABUKI and Y ouichi Y AMASHIRO 
(論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
In this study， we investigated and analyzed the data of volcanic earthquakes and strong ground 
motions observed by the Kyoshin Net (K・Net)around th巴occasionof the巴r叩tionof Mt. Usu， 
Hokkaido in 2000. The first eruption occurred at 13:10 on March 31， and 101 earthquakes were 
observed by the K-Net from March 29 through Aprill. We investigated the magnitudes，巴picenters，
focal depths and their relations with eruptions. We selected an earthquake that has the largest 
magnitude (4.6) among the observed data and then execut巴dspectral analyses of the acceleration data 
of the strong motion observed at the Date seismometer. W巴 obtainedthe Fouri巴rspectra and 
response spectra of the acc巴l巴rationdata for巴achof the three directions (EW， NS， UD). W，巴 also
compared the velocity response spectrum of the EW direction considering th巴 geo・technical
conditions of the seismometer sit巴withthe corresponding Osaki's spectrum. 





































































































































































20001日4/12-04:36:0日35.64N 140.67E 052km M3.9 009sitesぷ
20001日4/12-03:05:0035.64 N 14日69E054km M4.1 007sites 
(21 
2000/04/12-00:08:00 41.37N 139.95E 013km M4.3 014sites M・4 ・田+
2000/04/11-12:1日日o36.42N 140.69E 056km M3.7日18sites
2000/04/11・11:31 :00 33.84 N 134.98E 015km M4.0 029sites 
20日104/10-09:34:0024.30N 123.70E 020km M4.2 002sites 
一主2000/04/10-06:30:00 36.20N 140.1 OE 055km M4.6 115sites 2000/04/07-15:54・日o37.00N 138.40E 017km M4.1 011 sites 旬..刷0・開pd『』.A・
2000/04/06-10:14:00 36.36N 140.93 E 045km M4.3 034sites 
2000104/02・21:25:00 32.51 N 131.14 E 146km M4.5 095sites 
2000/04/01-03:26:0042.51 N 140.82E 008km M3.3 002sItes ・. ・





.1ì.~Æij!事;1ご:.L/ ~{;銭 ml~~..~ヨ '11).1 観測寺、.:JX万買/波浪lé:，議;銭/会大汀])譲渡/猿央総耳目/者間!点百五 (5)これらを'
H帥 151200(刷刈1-03:12:3742石前右肩百百五訂-:f9km長万部 ヨγ』γぷ Jι lトとータを覧タ~ウ遂ン3 
HK 0144 2000104/01-03:12:37 42.90 N 140.77 E 013日目1044km倶知安 ー す 4
HK0147 2000104/01-03:12:36 42.80N 140.53E 007.0gal 041 km筋越 3. hwF タ
HK014520日104/01-03:12:3442.80N 140_94E 037.0gal 034km喜茂別 C アー
HK 0148 2000/04/01-03:12:32 42.67 N 140.32E 009.0gal 046km黒松内 " …… HK D136 2000/04/01-03:12:30 42.59 N 140.65 E 034.0gal 017km豊浦 1i自の治以辺二HK 0146 2000/04/01-03:12:30 42.80 N 140.69 E日20.0gal日35kmニセコ 「ト してダウンJ口、 j 
















番号 日時 (度) 東経(皮) (km) チュード
2000/3/29 7:08 42.52 140.82 10 3.3 
2 2000/3/29 9:42 42.52 140.85 9 3.4 
3 2000/3/29 13:09 42.53 140.82 6 3.4 
4 2000/3/29 17:22 42.53 140.82 7 4.1 
5 2000/3/29 18:21 42.52 140.84 7 3.5 
6 2000/3/29 18:35 42.52 140.84 5 3.4 
7 2000/3/29 19:40 42.52 140.82 7 3.5 
8 2000/3/29 20:01 42.52 140.83 7 3.6 
9 2000/3/29 20:58 42.52 140.83 10 3.3 
10 2000/3/29 21・03 42.52 140.84 7 3.4 
1 2000/3/29 21 :23 42.52 140目84 6 3.5 
12 2000/3/29 22:51 42.52 140.84 10 3.3 
13 2000/3/29 23:12 42.52 140.84 7 3.7 
14 2000/3/29 23:25 42.52 140.83 7 3.1 
15 2000/3/29 23:50 42.52 140.83 7 3.3 
16 2000/3/30 0:03 42.51 140.84 10 3.3 
17 2000/3/30 0: 16 42.52 140.83 8 3.2 
18 2000/3/30 0:20 42.52 140.82 7 3.6 
19 2000/3/30 1 :12 42.52 140.82 10 3.6 
20 2000/3/30 1 :26 42.52 140.84 7 3.5 
21 2000/3/30 2:54 42.52 140.82 7 4 
22 2000/3/30 3:20 42.52 140.82 8 3.9 
23 2000/3/30 5:16 42.52 140.82 7 3.6 
24 2000/3/305:21 42.52 140.83 8 4 
25 2000/3/30 6:09 42.52 140.84 8 3.4 
26 2000/3/30 6:23 42.52 140.85 7 3目4
27 2000/3/30 8:34 42.52 140.85 7 3.7 
28 2000/3/309:12 42.51 140.82 8 4.3 
29 2000/3/30 9:20 42.51 140.84 6 3.5 
30 2000/3/30 9:26 42.51 140.82 7 3.4 
31 2000/3/30 9:32 42.52 140.85 6 3 
32 2000/3/30 10:06 42.52 140.84 6 2.8 
33 2000/3/30 10:09 42.53 140.85 7 3.8 
34 2000/3/3010:17 42.52 140.82 6 3.4 
35 2000/3/30 10:24 42.54 140.81 6 3.3 
36 2000/3/30 10:27 42.52 140.83 7 3.5 
37 2000/3/30 10:32 42.52 140.83 8 3.5 
38 2000/3/30 10:42 42.52 140.83 8 3.2 
39 2000/3/30 10:46 42.52 140.85 8 3.3 
40 2000/3/30 10:55 42.52 140.84 7 2.8 
41 2000/3/30 1 :01 42.52 140.84 6 2.8 





























































2000/3/30 1 :08 42.52 140.85 8 2.9 
2000/3/30 11 :13 42.53 140.83 7 3.2 
2000/3/30 1 :40 42.52 140.85 7 2.7 
2000/3/30 1 :44 42.52 140.83 8 3.6 
2000/3/30 1 :48 42.52 140.82 6 3.7 
2000/3/30 1 :52 42.52 140.85 8 3.2 
2000/3/30 1 :59 42.52 140.84 7 3 
2000/3/30 12:28 42.51 140.83 8 3.2 
2000/3/30 12:37 42.52 140.82 7 3.7 
2000/3/30 12:43 42.52 140.84 10 3.5 
2000/3/30 12:53 42.52 140.85 7 3.6 
2000/3/3013:01 42.51 140.83 8 3.5 
2000/3/30 13:22 42.52 140.85 7 3.5 
2000/3/30 13:35 42.51 140.83 8 3.5 
2000/3/30 13:53 42.52 140.85 8 3.1 
2000/3/30 13:57 42.52 140.82 8 3.6 
2000/3/30 14:02 42.51 140.85 1 3.9 
2000/3/30 14:30 42.51 140.82 8 3.5 
2000/3/30 14:36 42.52 140.83 6 3.1 
2000/3/30 14:45 42.53 140.85 10 3 
2000/3/3014:51 42.52 140.82 6 3.1 
2000/3/30 15:09 42.53 140.85 7 3.5 
2000/3/30 15:27 42.51 140.82 B 3.3 
2000/3/30 15:31 42.52 140.82 7 3.3 
2000/3/30 15:44 42.51 140.82 8 3.4 
2000/3/30 15・56 42.5 140.83 7 3目4
2000/3/30 15・59 42.5 140.9 10 3.1 
2000/3/30 16:14 42.52 140.83 8 3.4 
2000/3/30 16:33 42.52 140.82 6 3.3 
2000/3/30 16:53 42.52 140.85 8 3.2 
2000/3/30 17:02 42.51 140.83 8 3.3 
2000/3/30 17:06 42.51 140.84 8 3.3 
2000/3/3017:13 42.52 140.82 7 4.3 
2000/3/30 17:22 42.52 140.85 7 3.2 
2000/3/30 18:17 42.52 140.83 6 4.1 
2000/3/30 18:23 42.51 140.82 8 3.7 
2000/3/30 18:51 42.51 140.83 8 4 
2000/3/30 19:30 42.52 140.81 7 3.8 
2000/3/3021:12 42.52 140.85 6 3.2 
2000/3/3021・45 42.51 140.85 7 3.2 
2000/3/30 22:01 42.52 140.81 6 3.6 
2000/3/30 22:38 42.51 140.84 7 3.3 
2000/3/30 23:33 42.51 140.84 8 3.1 
2000/3/31 0:51 42.53 140.84 6 2.7 
2000/3/31 2:08 42.51 140.82 8 3.3 
2000/3/31 2:47 42.52 140.85 8 3.1 
2000/3/31 3:38 42.52 140.82 8 3.1 
2000/3/31 3・42 42.51 140.83 8 3.3 
2000/3/31 4:59 42.52 140.81 8 3.5 
2000/3/31 5:52 42.52 140.81 6 3.4 
2000/3/31 6:33 42.52 140.82 7 3.4 
2000/3/31 7:00 42.52 140.81 8 3.7 
2000/3/31 9:05 42.51 140.8 8 3.6 
2000/3/31 9:29 42.5 140.83 9 3.3 
2000/3/31 11 :05 42.53 140.83 6 3.3 
2000/3/31 15:35 42.52 140.85 8 2.8 
2000/3/31 19:55 42.52 140.83 8 3.1 
2000/4/1 3:12 42.51 140.83 8 4.6 
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層番号 層厚 単位重量 S ;.皮速度 せん断弾性係数
(m) (tf/m3) (m/s) (tf/m2) 
2 1.580 90 1306 
2 2 1.825 170 5382 
3 5 1.868 360 24703 
































































































(2) 下鶴大輔，火山の辞典，朝倉書庖， (1995)， p279-296. 
(3) 宇津徳治，嶋悦三，吉井徳魁，山科健一郎編，地











百四ObservedData of Volcanic Earthquakes Involved with the Eruption of Mt. Usu in 2000 
Nobuyoshi YABUKI*， Youichi YAMASHIRO材
In this study， we investigated and analyzed the data of volcanic earthquakes and strong ground 
motions observed by the Kyoshin Net (K・Net)around the occasion of the eruption of Mt. Usu， 
Hokkaido in 2000. The first eruption occurred at 13:10 on March 31， and 101 earthquakes were 
observed by the K-Net from March 29 through April1. We investigated the magnitudes， epicenters， 
focal depths and their relations with eruptions. We selected an earthquake that has the largest 
magnitude (4.6) among the observed data and then executed spectral analyses of the acc巴lerationdata 
of the strong motion obs巴rvedat the Date seismometer. We obtained th巴 Fourierspectra and 
response spectra of the acceleration data for each of the three directions (EW， NS， UD). We also 
compared the velocity response spectrum of the EW direction considering the geo-technical 
conditions ofthe seismometer site with the corresponding Osaki's spectrum. 
Keywords : Mt. Usu， Eruption， Volcanic earthquakes， K-Net， Spectral analysis 
* Department of Civil Engineering and Architectur巴








Flow Characteristics of the N ew Mach 4 
Supersonic Wind Tunnel of Muroran Institute of 
Technology and Study on Shock Wave and 
Turbulent Boundary Layer Interactions 
Hiromu SUGIY AMA， Kazuhide MIZOBA T A， Takakage ARAI， Koichi FUKUDA， 
Sun Li QUN， Kiyokazu ENDO and Takayuki HIROSHIMA 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
To investigate the supersonic flow phenomena related to internal and external flows of 
high-pressure gas pipeline systems， new air breathing engines and space planes， a new 
supersonic wind tunnel (pressure -vacuum type， Mach4.0 and 2.0) was designed and 
constructed in Muroran Institute of Technology (MIT). This paper describes the flow 
characteristics of the Mach 4 and 2 supersonic wind tunnel and the experimental study 
on the shock wave and turbulent boundary layer interactions (pseudo-shock wave， or 
PSW) in a rectangular duct， using the MIT supersonic wind tunnel. 
Keywords: High-speed aerodynamics， Supersonic wind tunnel， 

































2.1均;hpressure pipe Jine 














13. Vacuum shut offvalve 
14. VaαlUmpump 
15. Vacuum chamber 


































Table 1 Size of t巴:st S配6∞
h伎unalflow Ex岡田lflow
α'reejet) 
Height 80 mm 80 mm 
W迫也 80 mm 80 mm 

















I.Laval nozzle 2.Test section 3.0bservation window 
4.Shock generator 5.Schlieren system 6.LDV system 
7.Pressure measurement system 8.PIV system 
Fig.2 T回ts削 onfor intema1 flow and measuring sy指m
Fig.3 Phoぬ伊phof抽出 4and 2 












































































































(a) x=175mrn (b) x=60伽llTI (c) x=1，075mrn 

















。1Pa) φ1Pa) f10w jet 
Mach2 0.2 300 15 10 










































































アラー ク東京:， (1田15)，p. 230-239. 
(2) C掴olJ，B.Fand Dt政m)ι 百.llUl.脂toephenor回Iaina
Multiple N叩nalSt阻ま W側 ITurb.政剖 B側由7・lay町















(8) M描uo，K.，~戸m叫玄制H， D.， Kim， sl以北貧血副
辞獄.Jdo..shockがxmmenain ir蜘叫伊賀側s，Progressin














Characteristics of a Sonic J etInjected N ormal 
to Supersonic Cross Flow 
Fuminori SAKIMA， Takakage ARAI， Jiro KASAHARA， 
Fei HE and Takayuki AMI 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
Transverse sonic jet (nitrogen) was injected from a circular i吋ectoron an inclined f1at plate into a 
superso凶ccross f1ow. Flow characteristics of a jet was organized by a penetration height of jet depended 
on the jet-to・合eestreammomentum f1ux ratio. The results showed that the penetration height was 
proportional to the jet-to・合eestreammomentum f1ux ratio to吐lepower ofO.68 (Mj = 1.7) or 0.70 (Mj = 
3.3). Furthermore， inorder to investigate the interaction between boundary layer on the f1at pl蹴組d
shock wave generated by the transverse sonic jet， characteristics of separated boundarγlayer and bow 
shock wave were observed. The separa旬dboundary layer region and scale of bow shock could be found 
to be increased as the jet幽to・企'eestreammomentum f1ux ratio increased. The results also showed that the 
shock wave/boundary layer interaction had inf1uenced on the penetration height ofjet. 































































































































Fig.2 Schematic ofthe flow field. 
Fig.3 Schlieren photograph ofthe flow field. 
(Mach 2.0， J= 3.54) 
Fig.4 Sch1ieren photograph ofthe flow field. 





それぞれ， MJ =1.7， PJ = 42.7 kPa，風洞ノズル出

































jt)α 、 ? ， ????
式(1)で右辺の圧力比は，
Pj P2 Pj 












































Peb oc Jn 
P2 
(4) J=凶=叫」ι
ヤ1ui) Y1P1Mi P2 P1 Mi 
(5) 
P2 2Y1M? -(Y1 -1) 
P1 Y1 +1 
となるので，式(4)，(5)より，月/P2は次式となる.
(6) 
Pj P12(1fl+1)Mf 一一 =~Ml~J= ー





































Fig.5 Correlation ofthe jet-to-freestream momentum 羽田
























Fig.6 Correlation ofthe jet-to・freestreammomentum flux 
ratio with the scale ofbow shock in flow direction. 
6 5 4 2 
3 
J 
Fig.7 Correlation ofthe jet-to・企'eestreammomentum flux 
ratio with the separation distance. 





































Fig.8 Correlation ofthe scale ofbow shock in flow 
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Flow Structure and Aerodynamic Characteristics in a Supersonic 
Intake for Ramjet Propulsion 
Kazuhide MIZOBA T A， Hiromu SUGIY AMA， Takeshi ARAKA W A 
Kaoru T A TSUMI， Eiji OGURA and Ryoji KURA T A 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
1n order to clarifY characteristics of supersonic intakes for ramjet engines，宜owstructure 
around and through a small external-compression rectangular intake model with double 
ramps designed for Mach number 1.9 is investigated experimentally using a vacuum-type 
wind tunnel and a set of measurement methods composed of colored schlieren photography， 
laser Doppler velocime句;and mercury manometη; as well as investigated numerically by a 
computational fluid dynamics technique. A critical operation， where shocks induωd by ramps 
attach to the leading edge of the cowl， isattained. A flow plug installed on the downward edge 
of the intake enables monotonous compression through a shock train caused by 
shock-boundary layer interactions. 

















































o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
マッハ数，M
Fig.2 PerあIrmanceof several types of propulsion 




















































































Fig. 4 Outlines ofthe experimental app町 atus.
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Fig. 6 A schlie配 nphotograph of the畳ow宣eld
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Fig. 7 A schlieren photograph of the flow直eld
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Fig.9 Rβsul胞 ofoiI-flow visua1ization of the 
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Fig. 10 Results of oil-丑owvisua1ization of the 










-0-Centerline ofthe duct (CI-C15) 
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Fig. 15 Computed Mach number con白山s.
Fig. 16 Computed pressure∞n句urs.
ラムジェットエンジン用超音速空気取り入れ口における流れ構造と空力特性
Fig.17τ'he experimental flow五eldunder the 
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Study on Flows and Combustion Phenomena in Scramjet Engine 
Used by A Small Scale High Enthalpy Shock Tunnel 
Takakage ARAI， Jiro KASAHARA， Takashi KOKUBO and Koji MUKAI 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
To investigate the flow and combustion in a Scramjet engine model at about Mach 7 condition， a small high 
enthalpy shock tunnel was used. A couple of wedge was set in the test section as a Scramjet engine intake 
and combustion chamber model. The compression process凶 edthe oblique shock systems， which was 
generated by vehicle edge (fore・body)組 dcowl， was observ巴d.H2 andlor C2H2-air mixture gas was injected 
normally to supersonic cross flow in the combustion chamber. A self-emission企omcombustion gas was 
observed by using a very high-speed video camera (18，OOOfps) with image intensifier. The wall static 
pressure in the combustion chamber was also measured. It was clarified that the wall pressure increased when 
the supersonic combustion occurred. 

























1. High pressure r田 ervoir
2. Double diaphragm tube 
3. Compression tube 
4. Shock tube 
5. Test section 





9. Vacuum pump 
10. Solenoid valve 
11.1珂ection毘servoir
12. Schlieren optical system 
13. Data-Acquisition system 
~ 
Fig.l Schematic diagram of experimental appara旬s.
Main flow二二〉
Main flow conditions 
Mach number : 6.8 
Static pressure : O.97(kPa) 
Static t倒 perature:200(K) 
Flow conditions behind shock 
C側Ipression(Region A) 
Mach number : 1.8 
Static pressure 82 (kPa) 
Static t制 perature : 1300(K) 









































































は，下壁先端から 15.5mm(静庄孔1，p，) 26.5mm 


























Fig.3 Pitot pressure history in test section. 
79 
新井隆景，笠原次郎，小久保崇，向井幸司
(a) no sidewal1 
(b) with sidewall 
Fig.4 Flow visualization of intake model. 
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Fig.5 Wall Static Pressure distribution (no injection case). 


























-・.H2 injection inωN2 (Pj=O.27MPa) 
1.2 rl・...H2 injection into N2 (町=0.37MPa) 
ベrH2 injection into A企(φ=0.20，町=0.27MPa)








10 20 50 30 40 
Fig.7 Wall static pressure distribution for Hydrogen injection case. 
xfmml 
Hydrogen Injection 


















































Fig.9 Wall static pressure distribution for Acetylene-air rnixture injection case. 
Acetylene-air mixture Injection 
flow 
Fig.l0 Self emission of ultraviolet ray at the case of Acetylene-air mixture 
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Studies on Chapman-Jouguet Oblique Detonation Waves 
Sustained by Hypersonic Free Projectiles 
Jiro KASAHARA， Takakage ARAI， Kouki T AKAZA W A and Akiko MA TSUO 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abs釘act
Five-mm-diameter prl句ectiles，whose speed was beyond the Chapman-Jouguet (C-乃detonationspeedヲ
were frred into mixtures containing stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen gases plus argon diluents. The 
f10wfield around the pr，句ectilewas visualized using a CCD camera. We measured批 minimumnormal 
velocity components of detonation waves around出eprojectiles and出ecぼ V細胞 radiusof a bow 
detonation wave ne紅白巴projectiletip. From出巴seexperimen凶 resultswe concluded白紙社lesteady -state 
C-J detonation wave is stabilized訂ounda projectile when the c町四旬reradius of a bow detonation wave 
ne紅白eprojectile is 1訂gerthan 8.6 tImes ofthe detonation cel size (虻ansversewave spacing). 


































































入=瓦1.398 L anX .:r
0.0 :s XAr :s 0.8 
じも=0.60242151， ~ =ー 0.10444428，
~ = 1.4350771，内 =8.5126829，
a4 = -80.2071ω.0，内=ー 17.323234，
~ = 1221.4973， a. = -3153.1402， 
じら=3098.7268，角田一1062.6686
λ: cell size [mm] 
PO : initia1 pressure [a凶1]
X Ar: mole fraction of argon [ー]













VCJ =2.6266-0.016121po (2) 
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Fig.3 The case of a decoupled reactive 
shock wave. Po=0.50 atm，九=293.7K， 

















Fig.3は、 Yα で無次元化した y聞が最も小



















Fig.4 The case of a decoupled reactive shock 
wave with unsteady-state (non stabilized) C-J 
detonation wave (Straw-Hat ty附 Po=0.55a回，







Fig.5 The c制eof a coupled reactive shock wave 






























Fig.6 The case of a steady-state (stabilized) quasi 
C-J detonation wave. Po=O.85 atm，九=294.7K，
XAR=O.50， Vp=2.23凶 /s，V nm/V cr=0.912 
- 88 -
極超音速飛行体が維持する斜めチヤツプマン ジュゲデトネーション波の研究
Fig.7 The case of a steady-state (stabilized) C-J 




























• -1 Mach wave limit 
MML，-・.I (抽dilu同1副 2+02)
Ir*/A =8.61 
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Fig.8 The critical condition for initiation of 








Fig.9 dependence of the critical initial pressure 
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Baseline Design and Flight Capability Predictions 
for a Reusable Winged Hybrid Rocket System 
Kazuhide MIZOBAT A， Jun NAKAY A， Shirnon NARIT A，日iroshiYOSHIDA， 
Hirornu SUGIY AMA， Harunori NAGA T A， Ken'ichi ITO， 
Ryojiro AKIBA， and Y ooichi OOW ADA 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
Hybrid rocket motors， propelled by a combination of a solid fuel and a liquid oxidizer， 
are best suited to development of small launch systems in university laboratories， 
because of their advantageous characteristics such as safety， easy handling， and low 
costs. The performance of hybrid rocket motors of three classes of thrust -lOtonf， 
ltonf， and 200kgf -is estimated. The feasibility of reusable winged launch systems 
based on the three motors is preliminarily analyzed for suborbital micro-gravity 
experiments. The results tel that a system with a 10tonf-class motor by a coolant bleed 
cycle with polystyrene and LOx fed by an LE-5B turbopump will be capable of exposing 
a payload of 360kg to a micro-gravity environment for three minutes. It is also 
predicted that a system with a 1 tonf-class motor will be moderately capable and that 
with a 200kgf-class motor will not be feasible for micro gravity missions mainly because 
the weight of iぉ heliumpressurization system for feeding LOx will reduce the mass 
fraction. 


























































































































Thrust at sea level[ton] 
官lrustat vacuum [加n]
Isp at sea level [sec] 


















Fig. 6 Vehicle Con五gurationゐ，rthree-degree-
of-企eedomflight担lalysis.
百ble2 Dimensions of the proposed vehicles: 
Uritial design. 





























Table 3 Estimation of weights: initial design. 
Thrust class [tonf! 10 1 0.2 
averge kp L回c] 282 289 289 
.d V[凶 s] 3000 1500 1500 
Structural∞e盟.cient 0.3 0.45 0.45 
Dryweight [加な] 1.88 0.2 0.0666 
Fuel weight [ton] 4.387 0.244 0.0814 
Payload [印n] 0.36 0.15 0.05 












































































































(1) Preprint CD. ROM， AIAA別AL.NASDA-ISAS
10血 lnternational Space P1anes and 
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(7) Nagata， H吋8atori，8.， Yuasa， 8.， Akiba， R.， 
Kudo， I.， 1加， K.， and Oowada， Y.， 
“Unconventional Hybrid Rocket Developments 
in Japan，" IAF-OO・8.3.01，51st International 
Astronautical Congress， October 2・6，2000，Rio 
de Janeiro， Brazil. 
(8) Anderson， J. D.， Jr.，“Hypersonic and 1五gh
Temperature Gas Dynamics，" McGraw-回I
(1989). 
(ωWatanabe， 8.， Ishimoto， 8.， and Yamamoto， Y.吋
“Aerod戸lamlC，“τ'heCharacteristics Evaluation 
of Hypersonic F1ight Experiment Vehicle Based 
on F1ight Da札"Journal of 8pacecraft and 
Rockets， Vol. 34， No. 4(1997)， pp.464-470. 
τ'able 4 Vehicle specifications配，visedon the basis 
of flight analysis. 
Thrust class [tonf] 1 0.2 
Structural coe伍cient 0.34 0.42 
Dry weight [ton] 0.31 0.072 
Fuel weight [ton] 0.6 0.10 
Payload [ton] 0.1 0.05 
民Italweight [臼n] 1.01 0.222 
Wing町 ea[mヰ 3.0 0.5 
Table 5 Results of flight tr.勾ec加Iryanalysis. 
Thrust class [tonf] 10 1 0.2 
initial revised initial revi回d
Lift off dist油田[km] 0.5 0.5 0.65 0.3 0.8 
Max altitude [km] 167.0 19.3 88.6 14.6 19.9 
Max mach number 4.6 1.4 2.8 0.8 1.0 
1O.6G duration [sec] 195 。 23 。 。
1O.5G duration [sec] 217 。 47 。 1 
1O-4G duration [田c] 229 。 94 1 2 
1O-3G duration [蹴] 252 。 134 3 7 
1O-2G duration [sec] 274 。 155 8 21 
Max acceleration [G] 9.8 3.3 6.0 1.6 1.8 
Max temperature [OC] 596 
250 
Max alilude: 167 [kmj 
















(3)日ighttrajec加巧~ fu)Abort血ghttr勾白白lriesfrom the points where 
the畳ightMach number肥 aches1， 2， 3， and 4. 














Max altitude:8.60 [km] 
micro-G duration: 23 [sec] 
1st dive 










(a)日ighttrajec加巧T. (b) Abort f1ight trajec加riesfrom the points where 
the f1ight Mach number reaches 0.8， 1.6， and 2.4. 














(a) FIight trajec句ry. (b) Abo抗盟ighttrajec加ries企omthe points where 
the宜ightMach number reaches 0.7. 







An Analysis of Interplanetary Flight Trajectories and Feasibility 
of Aerobraking in Jovian Atmosphere for Exploration of Europa， 
the Second Satellite of Jupiter 
Jun NAKAYA， Kazuhide MIZOBATA， Hiromu SUGIYAMA and Ryouko NAKANO 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
It has been recently found that Europa， the second satellite of Jupiter， has warm water 
under its icy surface. Biological explorations世 'eneeded so as to investigate the 
existence of life on Europa and to clari命theorigin of life on the Earth. A preliminary 
analysis is carried out on flight trajectories from the Earth to Jupiter and on the 
feasib出tyof aerobraking in Jovian atmosphereあ，rdeploying a spacecraf王位ound
Europa. Several interplanetary orbits金omthe Earth to Jupiter町 'ecalculated and that 
having the smallest Jovian insertion energy is selected. It is clearly shown that 
aerobraking is by far more advantageous for reduction of spacecraft weight than 
retrofiring of rocket motors. 
























































































































































m -てと=F_0.... +す口tFF-… … (1) 





























d.V = Ve ln竺LI………………… (2)
























Table 1 Parameters f'Or flight同ectoryf'Orm也e細血t'OJupi加.
Parameter C出eA CaseB CaseC CaseD CaseE 
Date 2010/6/23 12:00:00 
Departure Alti旬de[k:m] 400 
合om C3酔mZ/secZ] 91.86 、 99.94 104.58 111.37 130.94 
theE釘血 Lo昭tude[deg] 77.41 75.95 75.36 74.81 75.24 
Latitude [deg] -2.27 -1.96 -1.88 -1.73 -1.60 
Cl'Osest D羽怠 2012112/4 2012/8/24 2012/712 201214/20 201111112 
Approach Altitude酔m]
加 Speed RelativeωJupiter酔mls]









C3 = 91.86 [km2lsec勾
-6 -4・.2 0 2 4 6 
Distance [AU] 





















・15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 
Dis'泊nce[AU] 
Fig.3 The回lculatedand也eac加alflight位司ect'Oryf'Or
the V'Oyager 2 missi'On. 
10，000 
56.06 56.08 56.12 56.21 56.85 








暦推算公式として Variati'OnsSeculaires des Orbites 

























0 1 234 5 6 
Dis也nceofspa偲 craft骨omJupi樹 [AU]

















d dr" " 山白戸時~
で記述する.ここで， Fg_Jupiterは木星からの重力， Fo 
は木星大気から受ける抗力である.なお，抗力の大
きさは，
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Densi旬[kg/m3)
Fig.5 百le旬mpera加reand the density distribution泊
























































































(8)A拙onomicalData Center， h句:/Iadc伊 fc.nasagovl



















-1.6 -1.2 -0.8 :0.4 
悶st回目[主m]X叩。
。。.4 0.8 
Fig. 6 A flight trajωto:ry ofEuropa approach 
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Time[days] 
16 20 
Histo:ry ofthe flight speed relativeωJupiter 
during a series of aero伽司副ng.
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On Bubble Incipience and Growth in Depressurized Superheated 
Liq uid U nder Micro-gra vi ty En vironmen t 
Yutaka HANAOKA， Hideki MIYAOKA， Tomo KUBOTA，日irokiMA TSUMOTO 
and Toshiaki WATANABE (National Fisheries University) 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
Flashing臥perimentsunder microgravity condition have been conducted with the depressurized 
superheated li甲idfreon AK-225句， using the experimental rack of the Japan Microgravi勿 Center
(JAMIC) and Hokkaido N拍onalIndus出alResearch Instituteσ酎00).Miαugravity田市ωlDl四t
provides unique e却erimen凶 oppo泊mityfor tbe study of dyn個首位l阻 dtherm吋.ynamicalnon 
equilibrium homog四回出 twcトph総efluid motion， becanse of也eres釘ain吋 efIectof disturbance 
induced by buoyancy over也eflow fieJd. A rapid d叩，ress町周回，npr，田essof an aJ加古ativeJiquid 
金問nin a pressure vessel was observed after年lickopening of a solenoid valve connected to the 
vessel. These拡 .periments食刷s吋 onthe凶器eredpoints at incipient bubble formation加 dgrowtb 
on depressurized process in order to叩 E叩arew地 difIerencein behavior between under microgravi勿
組 dnormalgravity.百ee:o."p白mentalresult wぉ shown出atbubble behaviors ob鎚:rvedundぽ
microgravity 附 lditi∞appe釘吋 ωberelatively smalJer出回 tboseof normalgravi句/owingω曲e
lack of agitating efIect by rising bubbJes through tbe bulk liquid. 
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t=O 0.0375 0.0625 0.0925 0.14[s] 
Fig. 4. F1ashing aspect under norma1 gravity. 
t=O 0.1375 0.235 O. 29 O. 37 [s] 
Fig. 5. F1ashing aspect under micro gravity. 
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l00-dJ~ -:V' =C+aτ 
Fヰ1-.: Y'=(C+aτ)-b/Y.mY'1 
V .. H・..:M悩ぬEq.(Y'=F(τ)) 
411-申 -:Miy剖akeEq. 
100 
Normal ized Time 





































































(1) Saiz、J.: AlAA-94 (1993) ， pp.8-16. 
(2) Y. H田aoka，1. Tok凹-a，N.匂awa，T. Watanabe: Proc. 
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(5) Stralen，S. V.; Boiling Phenomena、Vol.1， 
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Husser1s Phi1osophie der Mathematik 4 
-H usser ls Mengen1ehre-
Kohtaroh NINOMIY A 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Kurtzfassung 
ln dieser abhandlung betrachten wir Husserls Theorie der Menge-seierTerminologie nach: 
des “Inbegriffs"-. Er bietet den Inbegriff des“Etwas"uberhaupt dar. Aus diesem wird die 
Reihe der naturlichen Zahlen gebildet. Er de:finiert die Gleichheit der zwei Zahlen durch die 
“'gegenseitig-eindeutige Zuordnung". Und er definiert das“Unendlche' durch die Gleichheit 
mit einem Teil von sich selbst. Dann begrundet er die Gleichheit besonders der zwei durch 
Z氾ichenvorgestellten Zahlen. Endlich vollendet er“Klassifikatiou' der Zahlen durch die 
Reihe der naturlichen Zahlen. 
Schlusselworω: Inbegriff， Etwas， die gegenseitig-eindeutige Zuordnung， das Unendlche， 
























































































































































































は明らかである。…H ・H ・-…… しかし、何らかの
仕方で区別されているものとして、それらを考える



















































































































































































































































































































































































































1+1， (1+1)+1， ((1+1)+1)+1，… 
が形成され得て、そして、系列に従って、
2， 3， 4， 
によって表記され得る。 そこで我々は、諸定義の
連鎖











































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hu~齢rl'sPbil曲叩hyofMa也ematÎI岱 4 一一一--Hu路erl's Set也悶y一一一一
Kohtaroh NINOMIYA * 
We investi伊，tein由お treatiseH国 serlち曲師ryof Set--in his original terminology : of百齢伊留'
(a wbole ofthe白鵬首吋・In)一一-. Heprese臨 theInlJt理iifof“晶mething"ingeooral τ'he series of 
m加ralnumbe1'8 isωmJl(滅型ifrom 出is 盈か~ Hede血198伽問国防oftwo numbe1'8 tbrough the 
“000・ω-000"∞，rre司即時na". And he define8 the“Infin出ve"number tbrough tl:蛇叫閥均rωap制 of
絵姐 Then he fuunds the問団助oftwo numbe1'8 wbich are represen1恐de司>ecially出rough符E蜘，18.
Lastlyheω町，1et随 the“Class迫田町n"ofnu曲 e1'8tbrough the se政*lofna加ralnumbe1'8. 









Husserls Philosophie der Mathematik 5 
一Das“Z五hlen"-
Kohtaroh NINOMIY A 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Kur凶assung
In diser Abhandlung betrachten wir Husserls Theorie vom“Inbegr迎。"besonders seine 
Lehre uber die Gleichheit der durch Zeichen vorgestellten Zahlen. Dort spielt die 
Reihe der naturlichen Zahlen eine wichtige Rolle. Wir geben spezielle Acht auf den 
Akt“Zahlen" in Ansehung der Phanomenologie. 















































































































































































































































































て 1+ l'三 l'+ 1を挙げている。 しかし、こ
のことから算術の公理 a+b=b+aが直ちに導




































































































































































は、 a十 b においても b+a においても同ーのも
のとなる、という訳である。



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































時間allybis町gum阻 ton也.eeqt凶ityof也.enun由erswhich are represented也rough
可mbols. τb.e館活鮪d回加ralnumbe四 plays組 impor阻ntrole曲目'e. Wepayasp悶al
釧 enti.on加也e制 of“∞m討ng"inresp舵tofph阻個阻d暗y.









A Disaster Mental Health Human Network 
Red Cross Mental Health Care Center on the Disaster 
of Mt. USU Volcano in Hokkaido ]apan-
Jun MAEDA 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
It is known that people who have suffered企'Omdisおもersis libleωphysical佃dmen匂1distres such as 
PTSD佃dso on. For prevention姐dintervention，global a出:ntionis focussedωintroduce early mental 
health care programωdis俗信rsu能:rers.Japane鈎 RedCross S∞iety tried to put mental health 
programinωpractice for sufferers in the disaster ofMt.Usu volcano in Hokkaido Japan， in2000. This 
progr.担 1was organized by血reesections : special care， private c紅巳，飢dmass care.Each section was 
carried by appropriate specialists and volunteers. Inぬispaper， it was pointed叩 t也at也er，吋cross
program originally needed ωc∞戸:rateor connect wi也volunteers，specialists and other people. This 
c∞peration or connection was just called human network in也ispaper. Author examined and discussed 
the importance ofhuman network not only for red cross mental health program but also for b己批r加d
fast mental heal血caresystem itself. 








































(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Menta1 
Disorder)シリーズの第三版DSM-illからPfSD(心
的外傷後ストレス障害:Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder)として疾病分類に取り上げられている。
第4版のDSM-N(1)では、その診断基準に急性ス







































































































































































































































巌休中，己、理士 .~*""/\. 鍋焼・車副市立病院通強心理士の協力 相蛾掴告者数 2 1名(4/3・8/11)
-伊湾市赤+字病院精神神経科 94名
〈赤十字救援班)
-小沢先生の協力にで『リラ~t. ーシ砂教室J (5/9) 
-心理士による r9労t・サョン教怠』



































































































































































































































































































































































































































and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. 
Fourth edition.， (1994) . 
(2) G.C‘デピソン，J.M.ニール村瀬孝雄監訳，
異常心理学， (1999) ，p155-p165. 
( 3) G.C.Davison，J.MJ、~eale，AbnormalPsychology 














第11巻3号， (1996) ，p257--p260. 
(8 )藤田 昌子， Iこころのケアセンター」の活動に













A Genealogy of Ideas of "Uotsuki-rin"(Fish Breeding Forest) at 
Modern Age in ]apan 
W AKANA Hiroshi 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
MIURA Masayuki and OHTAKI Shigenao insisted that the devastation of the inland forests caused 
the extinction of Hokkaido spring herring. MIURA who was an executive officer of forestry 
department of Hokkaido Govemment insisted that 'Inland forests should be conserved to maintain 
herring survival rate of Japan seaboard' in 1955. He made remarks 'Forest conservation should be 
done to protect the fishery resources' in the department， and he simultaneously carried out the policy 
of the forest conservation. He wrote the same ass巴rtionin the papers in 1971. After three years(in 
1974)， OHTAKI plagiarized MIURA's assertion as a novel and stated the relations between the forests 
and the sea from the side of literature. MIURA's assertion and OHTAKI's writing "Herring climb a 
mountain"(1974，1989) influenced the afforestation activities of the fishermen which started in 1988. 
Keywords: Herring， "Uotsuki-rin"(FishBreeding Forest)， MIURA Masayuki， OHTAKI Shigenao， 














































































































( 1 )三浦， 1952年7月10日脱稿「こんぶ激減の
理由 森林と水産の関連性J， W林~ (北海道林務











































































































































































































































































































































































































『林~ 1971年12月号 (No.237)， pp. 9 -120 
(D)三浦正幸， 1972年， 1北海道春ニシンの消



























































































































手並 内 4.7 8.6 
劃iI路 2.4 5.4 
紋別 4.1 8.9 
浦河 3.7 6.6 
雄武 4.1 8.6 
寿都 7.4 10.6 













地名 一月 二月 二月 四月 五月
稚内 0.5 ム0.4 1.1 4.7 8.6 
紋別 0.4 4.1 8.9 
雄武 ム1.2 ム1.1 0.2 4.1 8.6 
釧路 0.0 ム0.9ム0.2 2.4 5.4 
浦河 1.2 0.5 1.5 3.7 6.6 
寿都 5.3 4.6 5.1 7.4 10.6 







































流域面積 43，773ha 施業林平均襟高 1，000m 
期 間 流出量 摘 要
昭和6-10 伐採前原生林蓄積 1，131万rl




















































































16"'20日 420 276 
21 "'25 638 358 














(年) (黒点数) (母群) (年級群)
明治40(1907) 62.0 467 298 
大正6(1917) 103.9 382 256 
昭和3(1928) 77.8 407 575 
昭和 12(1937) 114.4 84 92 












昭和 8(1928) 5.7 508 8 
昭和国 (1944) 9.6 363 44 












世紀 黒点数 母群 年級群 世紀 黒点数 母群 年級群
1907 62.0 467 298 1913 1.4 774 123 
1917 103.9 382 256 1923 5.8 452 191 
1928 77.8 407 576 1933 5.7 508 8 
1937 114.4 84 92 1944 9.6 363 44 
1947 151.6 197 29 1954 4.4 111 8 
平均 101.9 307 250 、ji.均 5.4 442 75 
(打菜ilJUe友'1の f576Jの傍点は若菜による。







三浦の (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 
データ 『水産 『グリー 『林』誌 『北海道 『北方
大 界』誌 ンエイ 論文 自然保護 林業』
滝の 論文 ジ』誌 1971 協会誌』 誌論文
記述( 1971 論文 論文 1973 
ページ) 1971 1972 
(a)北海道沿岸
の海水温度 ム ム × ム × 
(p.184) 
(b)大雪LlI系
(層雲峡)の ム 。。。× 
流水最(p.191)
(c)旭川気象台
ア 一 タ × 。× 。× 
(pP.194-195) 
(d) ー1平均涜
水量(/醤雲i潟 × 。× 。× アJ ー タ
(PP.196-197) 







































































































( 3) Tetsuo Inukai叩 dShinroku Nishio，1937，A limno-
logical study of Akkeishi Lake with special reference to 























界~ ，裳華房， 1998年， p.23。
(7) (A)若菜博， 1999，現代魚付林思想の展開にお
ける犬飼哲夫・三浦正幸・大滝重直の位置と役割， 日


































































The Energy Policy in J apan 
Koko KANNO 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
The J apanese energy policy has been carried out toward the economic recovery and the high growth of 
economy since after the World War I. The policy was considered鎚 theimportant supp側 ofnational
economic policy. On the other hand， the policy has not been free from the American energy policy and 
the business policies of the international oil companies. They were restricted under也einternational 
military and political situations which were mainly controlled by America. The policy was in total 
confusion through the two oil crisises caused by OPEC. "The supply secure" wωthe top priority in 
J apan. Therefore plentiful energy supply brings about energy waste and the problems of mass production， 
mass COI即時tion佃 .dmass dumping. In白ispaper 1 will review出 Japaneseenergy policy in the later 
half of the 20也∞n知ry.In也enext paper， 1 will propose a new energy policy not for "the supply sec町巴"
b砥for"the global environment" which is the most i益事低匂凶issuein也e21st関曲町・













































































































































80 70 60 50 40 20 30 
(昭和元年)
















1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990年





1980 1960 1900 1920 
注:(1)石油換算量.
{出所) Da'、ri.dE.Nye.白柑迦岡常puwer:A Soci41 
His，ωη 01 A."町田"島岬富田(Carnb乱.dgc.MA: 
百lt:MIT P同5:5， 1998); Figu回定~-5 bascd 00 















































































































































一次エネ 1960年 1960年作成の 実 五責
ルギ}中 実績 見通し
の構成比 1970年 1980年 1970年 1980年
石油 37.6 49.6 62.6 71.9 66.1 






























































1955年 807 4565 278 
1962年 608 5360 159 
1968年 168 4628 77 





















イタイイタイ病 カドミウム汚染 IJ 
四日市晴息 大気汚染 工場・自動車等の排気
尼崎公害訴訟 1 1/ 
光化学スモ，'J" IJ IJ 


































































































































































































































































































































































エネル 石油 石炭 LNG 原子力
ギー源

































































































































































中東油田の産油コスト 0.25 1/ 
輸送コスト等 0.50 " 
利権料 0.55 1/ 
石油会社の限界利益 1.20 1/ 
H 限界利益率 48% 






















和)1955.8 原油関税賦課 税率 29も
1960.4 1 増率 " 69も1961.6 H 定額へ税額 320円/kl
1962.4 /J 増額 H 530円/kl
1963.4 " " " 640円/kl(この間変化なし)
























ストと肩を並べる原油価格を、 1バレルあたり 35~ 
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島田武*I，橋本邦彦*l，寺田昭夫*l，塩谷 -d* 1 -了
Endangered Dialect and Tradition in Todohokke 
Takashi SHIMADA， Kunihiko HASHIMOTO， 
Akio TERADA and Toru SHIONOY A 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
This article conducts an urgent survey on the Todohokke Dialect， which is considered one of the 
endangered dialects in Japan. The present study describes phonetic properties and gives a 
pr巴sentationof vocabulary and folkloristic customs in Todohokke to preserve its linguistic features 
and other precious heritage and tradition. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































49スギノテッベンサ ノ ソシタラ コー
杉の木のてっぺんに ねそうしたら こうい
シトダチ ホレワカルベシ ノボレネー












































































































































マズィセ、マズィサ (08， 52) [談話標識]
まず、それで
ユルグ、ナイ(1 8) [形容詞]大変な











3. 1 海で用を足す時の風習 (05"""'-'10、58




























3.2 脅し文句としての「モンコJのこと (11 














































































































































































01 tal$ede soide aSl¥Ikonona ta恥kat'cjtono jeno mae 
deteno tal$e kap寸parat可tektuniindal$ara no 
02 dze ts吋kam利arahore sui1)uIlIal$anubesa 
03 jo soedemo horejo kao rriiba tsi:sana uIarasando 
dal$ara daba so:indamo"de hore hol$anomon 
tor凶n吋ofte
04 sonojo:ni sït~n~ anoiroiroto jap 'parino 
sido:sitek凶re!amond吋o
05 uirriisa hairuitokida!e sonoto:勾o ne・itsiriisan
demot 'te no ui:rriino karriisama tat 'tekeret 'te no 
06 sosite hore osik可ko smruinorii uirriisa 
muil$auIanede okasa muil$at 'te阜offibeNsjtamonda 
07 ui:rriino karriisama tat 'tekere te 
08 maiise dal$ara ・im吋ui: uIare同areno 目imano
ko!obade juieba sono mono daidiiriisuirui no 
sizeNuIo ・izeN sosJte daidiiriisitekita sono 
kotobamo dandaN nakuinafte simaftate kotosa 
09 ui:rriino karriisama tat、tekerete 
10 tat、tekere te uirriisa håiftet~mo upre可are
coffibeNsuiruikara os'立寸kosuiruikara ne ma 
uI are可areno kotobade jufeba ma 
juiruisitekeret 'te jui:・irinandabesi no 
1 ma: sosite nal$eba jol$uIn宅anonal$eba jamakara 
m01)ko kuirUIdot 'te 
12 m01)ko kmrUIdofte jol$ui i司are!a
13 oba~eno m01)kodamonojara oreda 
kåise!~ùisitaba;irii areno are nan!e jUIt 'tetadaka 
mo:koga seme!ekiteno 
14m 0 1)k 0 t 0 m 0 : k 0 0 i c，c0 n s i~ te i r ui
siteiruimon吋arane
15 mo: hoCtondo mo: so:jti: kotobamo 
nakuinat 'tasine 
16 nda nal$eba jamakara mo:ko kuiruizofte 
17 0: dzuiibuIN hajaine 
18 jo:sui rriiteba joriim寸mokuireba ome: tagasino 
(tamamuirano?) daikuisademo jUIruiguIneibeja 
19 gokuIro:saN gokuIro:saN 
20 so:da so:da uirriisa mUIk号uyanedene
21 mUIl$aui!ok'juIa jUI:!o]Si珂aano sigoriinsite ano 
aida sigoriinsite no m:rriino karriisama tat 'tekere 
te no 
22 soide rin寸nakot 'tca muiite kondo凶凶isahairUIrii 
rin 'na coffibensuIruiural$e j吋akot寸tcam世話e
23 soide is 'seiri hairuI hairUI 
24 no tcak 'ko社o]Si citofi citofit 'te hain 'nel$at 'tana: 
島田武，橋本邦彦，寺田昭夫，塩谷亨
25 ho!on¥jo gal{idomo ctlijtarI san'n・insV~
goriinkliiraisite hoftondo li凶isaha:it 'tamonda 
26 citori linit可teulaneo'i!asgi叫ajo:1$e ne1$at 'tana: 
27 linisa ha:it寸teore・im勾li:ojoI]liinoftena 
28 ojoI]liimo nandakedo ga"dzedemo nandemo no 
riime:ta sam 'me:ta 'ikeba arliinda: 
29 "de hore凶ina:s，ite凶ina:s，itehore kjo:rjokliisiafte 
de o1$amaularite ano: hore ma: ko:jliieba mane 
jliena:ikedo・imadej凶ebahore kore nantenda 
hore ano: ka:saN平ok'kono kono ko!o nant信託inda
areba c;oriimasida 
30 c;onima凶no s!to!atsIula hore ojogene: 
同a1$edabes号
31 soリlii:nourao1$amaularit 'teno 
32 ano: okanoho: si:taklinori hore si:taktunorii no 
niiseno banano kaI]odato1$a so:jlii:mono叫oko: 
mofte同teso'ide c;'i:ta1$ili sliitamba:i slir凶叫a1$吋0:
33 urada:i!asgideula町arasa"doulaokisa de!e ma: 
namara riizliipliim吋mo ha:irebane: ko: tarlisa 
(*ots凶:galdze torliinda 
34 ga"dze torliiula1$edabesi: no 
35 soide ko"do mazlii tot寸temot寸teklirlidec;o hore 
marliiisino吋al1dii!o1$ac;ok寸ko!atsi吋oI]ene:kara
o1$amaularisite ci:t拘eta:i!e mafterliibesa 
36 sIte ula1$erlii!o1$'imo korede ok'ki:ho:kara 
oたamaulafimo citot 'tsli 吋ode okisa 'it't号cita
sitoriimo sitoftli dakara honfto:rii sono 'iiimemo 
nekat 'tasino sode a:idabesa 
37 honto:rii ma zlurliu "ularasa"dodaba asliibafta 
dakara hontorii 'i:seka:idafta 
38 'ima simbliim寸niirebane
39 'ija konoheeula ho!ondo gal1dzede ne:恥
凶ina出ik吋abedemo
40 esan 'no ho:demo hotondo gal1dzedajo 
41 ga"dzedano no:naftendajo no 
42 nonat寸teno叫aare ano ga"dzeno 1$0!0 ba和.IN
tc;li:tena 




46 旬o:ndon'i u{alse!eno bjo:dorii ok 'kiho:kara 
旬。:l1dori
47 soikar吋ama~a'ifte sliirjinokisa noborliinda no 
sliirjinokisa no 
48 soide bliindonono a1$adama:ha oI]at寸tendajono 
bliindono a1sadamat 'te antaI]atariI jlit寸temo
ulalsan 'nek 'kedo liìndaja~liì liindaja!~lii 
49 s泊りinotep 'pensa no sa:l!ore k吋licita:tci hore 
ula1$arliibese noborene仇 se
50 so'・ik'kara dzliire: urarasalldo hora o!osite 
jo1$osliibesa 
51 s吋atekira:ka ko"do sita丘町ehore siroilsat出 ade 
sono ura1$erliせolSimono tsliirano 'i:nokara k吋a!e
出in'na dalsara hon 'to:ri oradano 'ildiimetejlii: 
kotobamo siranaka't'tasisa 
52 madii~e de sono sitotatsi ko"do c;aka:iri 
detatokino sOI]ka:igiin s，itari nanse era1$linat 'temo 
ne: ma"diisa jolsliiiftamonda ja tsliigisandaba 
dzlirlii ularasandode at 'takedo ma dzliil1bli 
ora!aSi mピ'do' nii!amonda!e uladamo nam 'mo 
sono mendo:niirliitoka soil1de ne:nosa 
53 sizendanoseno ulareulareno ba:iula mal1dii 
jli叫aseb出a
54 "da "da l1da ri1$lits凶dabeseslirjino kliiitenoula 
no dzaぬlino同orimoko: ta1$a1$linat 'tend吋ono 
55 so: hore liesa hore tslira: (くtslirliula?)nobofte 
ociisamano atafiI]a百karah吋aミlihore ano limli 
urak吋anseno 
56 soreo 'i!~i坂i hore are site凶itるkondoliiekara 
otosliiho:seba sitari 'ite hore no blii"do ton寸ri
'it 'tehore sitari 'i!e hore ciroilsa!aha: urarasalldo 
'i!e s吋liciなo!a!Otc;anto danta:i arliimondanda 
57 ma:dii orano obo!eirlii haNideula ano a:ida ore 
t平ak'ko・i !oki jo:lsm mada orano o!oto 
・imo:to!asgimo hora n時eba jamakara mOI]ko 
klirlidot 'te 
58 ma: soreka ulada tc;ak 'koi!o]Siri mniisa ha:irli!olSi 
li:nino kaniisama tat寸tekerete so:jli: arene:na: 
59 taftekere te ldaldalda sore hore 'iI]a:ijono no 
o!onade kanI]aerarene: jap寸pafisono so:jli: areI]a 
arliindabese ne 
60 ne ma: sitslire:ri atarliitoka ne: no s許可taftara
ka凶 samazanoe c;omben ka恥rliikeba'fte no 
so:jli: sono ma Imano ko!obade Ieba 
na:nt伺i:nda1$ane
61 citoficitofiura ulada ili凶甘ojap寸pariano jo1$e 
linisa ha:it守tatamesi ne:no 
62 ta:iI]emo争時tafi印刷iNgoriin s!t~ne 
63 ma ma"dii na:尚arliiriimoniin 'nadana 






On the Dynamic Features of Eye Movements 
when Viewing Illusion 
Shanjun ZHANG， Kazuyuki KANAHYOU and ]unji MAEDA 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
Ilusionary vision is a recognition巴rroror an alternative of the ambiguous interpre匂
tations of the visual system. It is helpful for us to understand one or more回 pectsof 
the mechanism of the visual recognition system. In this paper， we designed a set of 
experiments to inspect the dynamic features of the eye rriovements when an illusion 
figure is represented. The experimental results reveals some relations between the 
interpretation and the scan path of the eye movements， but no dependent functions 
are found. Further experiments are required to investigate the low level visual inputs 
and the high lev巳1cortical interpretations. 
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図 10:錯視絵を見たことがない被験者KS 図 11:錯視絵を以前見たことがある被験者ST
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Pressure-induced Phase Transition of LnSb(Ln=lanthanide) 
with a NaCl-type Stucture 
Junichi HA Y ASHI and Ichimin SHIROT ANI 
(原稿受付日 平成13年5月7日 論文受理日 平成13年8月31日)
Abstract 
By use of synchrotron radiation we have studied X-ray diffraction of LnSb(Ln= lanthanide) with a 
NaCl・typestructure up to 35 GPa at room temperaωre. Pressure-induced phase transitions of LnSb were 
found at rl∞m temperature. The phase transition with a crystallographic change occur at around 13 GPa 
for PrSb and 24 GPa for LuSb. The high-pressure phase of LnSb is classified into thre巴groups.The 
lighter LnSb(Ln= La， Ce， pr and Nd) have a tetragonal structure (distorted CsCl-type) at high pressures. 
The structure of the high pressure phase of middl巴LnSb(Ln=Sm， Gd and Tb) is unknown. The heavier 
LnSb(Ln= Dy， Ho， Er， Tm， Lu and Y) have a CsCl.・types甘uc制reat high pressures. The high-pressure_ 
structural behavior of LnSb is discussed. We have obtained the bulk moduli of LnSb with the NaCl-type 
structure. 
Keywords : High-pressure， Synchrotron radiation， X-ray diffraction， Lanthanide antimonide， Phase tran-
sition， 
1 はじめに
IIIB族及び希土類元素 (Sc，Y， La， Ce，…Yb， Lu)と














































































































































a: NaCI型構造、 b:NaCI型と正方晶、 c:正方晶
20 
29 Idegree 
10 40 30 
29 I degree 
図1 高圧下におけるPrSbのX線回折パターン




d(obs.) d (ω1.) 1 (obs.) 1 (cal.) 
2.685 2.691 100 66 
2.417 2.415 88 100 
1.904 1.903 99 27 
1.494 1.495 71 54 














P'rSb at 18GPa 
d(obs.) d (ω1.) 1 (obs.) 
2.720 2.729 100 
2.457 2.458 71 
1.935 1.930 29 
1.518 1.518 40 
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a: NaCI型、 b:NaCl型とunknown構造、 c:unknown構造
40 30 10 
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